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PFC takes in sick, hurt and abandoned 
animals. We provide them with a safe and 
loving environment where they can heal 
and learn to trust again. 
All our animals are up for adoption.

Dogs and cats are sentient 
creatures, which means they can 
feel pain and have emotions and 

feelings, just like humans.

What is 



Our projects
- education
- sterilisation to reduce overpopulation 
- ending the cat and dog meat trade 
- rescue and rehabilitating street animals



With the world already full of stray and 
abandoned animals, we need to sterilise our 
pets to make sure there are not more cats and 
dogs than there already is. 

In Vietnam, these unwanted animals could end 
up in the dog and cat meat trade. 

As a part of this program we vaccinate animals 
against rabies.

Sterilisation
Sterilisation prevents kittens and puppies that 
won’t find homes. 



Cats and dogs that are pets are stolen then taken to 
restaurants for people to eat.

Over 5,000,000 cats and dogs are eaten in Vietnam 
each year. More than China!

We need to keep our pets inside to make sure they 
are safe from thieves.

Cat and Dog Meat
Did you know that people eat cats and dogs?

Paws closed 1 
restaurant in Vietnam.



Are dogs and cats friends or food?

friends



Who eats dogs and cats?

***pet owners who claim they love pets also eat cat and dog meat****

MomsDads

Sisters

Brothers Grandpas

Grandma Pet owners



The sad truth about the cat and dog meat trade 



Two truths and a lie

discuss in teams



Two truths and a lie

only men eat dog meat
pets are stolen for meat
Vietnam eats dog meat



Two truths and a lie

500 cats and dogs are eaten a year
cats are friends
dogs are cute



Two truths and a lie

pet owners eat cats and dogs
cats are cute

pets are not stolen for meat



Two truths and a lie

we need to keep our pets inside
5,000,000 cats and dogs are eaten a year

only men eat cat and dog meat



Do you know what pets need?



All animals have 
5 basic needs

Living as pets with an owner or
living on the streets without an owner

on the street with an owner



1.FOOD & WATER
Dogs and cats get hungry and thirsty. They need food and 

water  everyday. 

5 basic needs



2. LOVE & ATTENTION
Animals can sometimes be scared and you need to be 

nice to them. They need love like humans.

5 basic needs



3. EXERCISE 

Animals need enough space to run and  play every day.

5 basic needs



4. SHELTER
Animals need a place where they can rest and hide from the 

heat, the rain or from pet thieves. 

Animals should also not be closed in a cage all day.

5 basic needs



5. MEDICAL CARE
Animals can get sick and then they will need a veterinarian 

5 basic needs

A veterinarian or vet is a doctor for  animals



The basic needs of pets



Let’s see if you 
remember the 5 
basic needs of 
pets

1.FOOD & WATER
2. LOVE & ATTENTION

5 basic needs

3. EXERCISE
4. SHELTER
5. MEDICAL CARE



Get into pairs and get 
your whiteboards.   

Let’s see if you remember 
the 5 basic needs of pets
Start your sentence with

Pets need ____________ .



1.Food & Water
2. Love & Attention

5 basic needs

3. Exercise 
4. Shelter
5. Medical care

Pets need _______ .
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1.Food & Water
2. Love & Attention
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3. Exercise 
4. Shelter
5. Medical care

Pets need _______ .



How can you help?
Our mission is only possible with the help of our supporters. You can help through your 
time, voice and tell your neighbours to bring their pets to sterilisation.

Help us spread the word and make Vietnam, and the rest of the world, a better place 
for our companion animals. Tell your friends what we do!



Facebook

Instagram

Website

Follow us on

@pawsforcompassion

paws.for.compassion_vietnam

pawsforcompassion.org


